fire protection solutions for motor and rail vehicles

Making sure everyone
arrives safely

We have something against fire

fire protection solutions for
motor and rail vehicles:
fire protection system
detexline 4912
no replacement of components for 10 years
simple installation and (re-)fitting
almost maintenance-free – optionally,
maintenance can be done by own workforce
exact and ultra fast fire detection 				
through patented fire detection element
succesfully tested against SP 4912
pressless while in operation-mode
no external power supply needed
long outpourin of the extinguishing agent (up to 90 sec.)
various trigger temperatures
possible in one system
Use at -30°C to 80°C ambient temperatures
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Based on more compact and efficient construction machines which also have to fulfill the
increasing terms of environment the fire danger is more and more present.
As the result of the consistent development of the mining – proven and approve extinguishing technology of protecfire for machine and engine protection, the new and peerlees
detexline (detection – extinguishing) has been designed.
By this patented system the extinguishing and pilot function
are realized over only one line. Additional to saving of material
and mounting, this solution takes up less space in the protected
object and can be optimally integrated. Disturbing components
are a thing of the past.
In thermal terms the engine compartment is no homogeneous
area. Different temperature zones make it necessary to detect
a multiple in temperatures. High temperatures which are tolerable in the area around the exhaust system could pose a potential fire hazard around electronic components. For this reason
protecfire has determined different temperature zones for the
detection and has thermally categorized the fire detection elements according to their temperature profile (79, 93 ......260°C).
protecfire does not require an external power source for the
detection and extinguishing. The system is autarkic and is not
pressurized in a state of readiness.

high pressure. Right from the start it was the constructive aim
of protecfire to develop and combine the components in an intelligent way. During this development the one line system for
detection and extinguishing detexline was created.
Our long years of experience protecting heavy machinery in mining and our principle to only use rugged components has proven to be successful resulting in an extinguishing system which
is almost maintenance free. When used as intended an annual visual inspection is all that is needed. The components only
have to be replaced after 10 years or after the system has triggered. Due to our consistent research and innovative processes
we have set our focus on the reliable protection of people and
the environment. To prove the effectiveness protecfire has had
the system certified in rigorous tests by the following officially
recognized institutions:
DMT for Mining Certification
VdS for Industrial Kitchens
SP4912 for engine protection

Due to our fine spray nozzles which were developed in-house,
it is possible to achieve an optimal extinguishing result without

Finespray Technology:
Due to a comparatively small amount of extinguishing
agent needed to create an enormous reaction surface of
the extinguishing water droplets, the fire´s energy can be
rapidly lowered which also causes a significant decline in
temperature.
Like this, the fire-source´s thermal reaction conditions are
being blocked. When the system releases to extinguish the
fire the surface of solids gets lastingly impregnated and
moisturised. Moreover, an AFFF-coverage film convers the
inﬂammable liquid carbon hydride lastingly and seals the
area gastight. Like this, our extingusishing technique prevents a possible re-inﬂammation.
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VdS

• ISO 9001
• approved products
• approved systems

protecfire GmbH

Weidekamp 10
D-23558 Lübeck
Phone +49 451 3996110
Fax +49 451 3996120
Mail: info@protecfire.de

www.protecfire.de

